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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
OBJECTIVES 
The New FE Magazine’s objective is to keep all our readers updated with a month to month on what’s 

happening in  today's commodity world. 

 

 
Our other objective is to educate current commodity information on who’s who in today’s commodity 

industry (buyers and sellers, banks, trade desks, also major institutions and countries that’s involved 

globally with most commodity products. 

 
 

COLUMNISTS 
Each of our Columnists will bring you an up to date review of the world of commodities. 

 

 
OUR MAIN GOAL 
Our main goal is to introduce and connect companies build a reliable business network globally. 

 
Our Customer Support Team will always be at your disposal in helping you against any inquiries or 

issues you may have in read  reading FE Magazine. 

Please E-Mail: info@femagazine.co.uk 

 
NOTICE BOARD 
Our Notice Board is designed to place notices about any product you might be looking sell and buy. If 

you have any question’s or need further information on how to place your product on notice board. 

 
LEADING NEWS 
Quick News points out what’s happening in today’s commodity market place and other area’s. 

 

 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

FE Magazine Disclosures 
Please note all the services described herein list possible service features and/or sample institutions for informa-
tion purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms may or may not con-
tain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.  
 
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in  our magazine or our 
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative pur-
poses and you agree to consult with your legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or any 
kind. 

Please be advised that FE Magazine will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to::       
 INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services, RCMP, New 

Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad,  Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law Enforcement Agency in your 
area. 

mailto:fem@first-edge.co.uk


 

First Edges Managing Director (David McGhie) will be taking a back seat from the day to day commodity op-

erations, the main reason behind his decision was due to the future of the company and all the people associated 

with it. He will be concentrating on the existing major account and new projects which has matured. 

 

Most people knows that he has been instrumental in driving the company to where it is today, so for him to take 
a back seat an hand over the reins he must be comfortable with the main structure of the company and the direc-

tors and executive running the company at present 

 

The means there will be a major company reshuffled and new appointments being made to the company which 

is we will now show. 

 

      

              NEW APPOINTMENTS 

 

 
 

 

 
 

91. 

 

 

 

Isaac Takawira 

Position created in February 2014: First Edge International Banking Director and Advisor 

for African Banking Affairs. 

Isaac was the first ever non-white when he was appointed the first ever African CEO of 

Barclays Bank subsidiary in Africa in November 2000. It all started  

Anna Huttenga 

Position: Company Director 

Anne has been a main factor within the house of First Edge, over the past 3 years she has 

been instrumental in negotiating and reviewing gold and monetary transactions with high 

level principles around the globe, in 2013 she agreed to become a director of first edge. 

Daniel Rice 

New Position: Executive Compliance Director 

Daniel has been at first edge from day one were he has seen all the problems in the com-

modity industry he has been a major asset to the company when it come to compliance 

checks and chasing current deals. 

Mrs Choo 

New Position: Asian Counsellor and Negotiator 

She started with First Edge in 2010 after leaving a London based trading company, in 

2011 she had to return to china to run her family business and was married in 2013, over 

the years she has been a great asset in verifying and negotiating curtaining deals in China 
and Asia. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 



 

PL2L MAKES SURE THAT EVERYTHING IS DONE IN A PURE AND SIMPLE PROFESSIONAL MANNER SO 
BUYERS AND SELLERS CAN UNDERSTAND 

Buying Property 
 
If you are interested in buying a property in the UK, our experienced agents can help you find exactly what 
you’re looking for. 
 
With thousands of properties to choose from and a range of dedicated property services including property   
finance, valuation, insurance and interior solutions, we can tailor our services to meet your needs. 
 
We are fast becoming known for challenging every aspect of our industry since we started in  2004.  
We pride ourselves on getting you the best possible price, in the shortest possible time. 

Email: info@pl2l.net 

Contact Information 

Website: www.pl2l.net 



 

African Lion Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
PVT Bag X03, Lyndhurst, Johannesburg, 
South Africa, 2090 

Mr. Ryan Patrick Long 
Fax +27 86 6165263 
Email ryan@africanlionholdings.com 

African Lion Investment Holdings was formed with the sole purpose of developing and 
marketing  technology solutions for the African Continent at large covering the Mining and 

Exploration sectors as well as to facilitating structured finance for companies in and around 
Africa. 
 
Due to the numerous years of dealing with the Top 30 Mining companies in Africa, African 
Lion has an in depth perceptive of the political climates as well as commercial trends within 
the African continent and as such consults to international Clients. 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 
  
 
 

Bond Funding Eligible Projects:  
 
- Stabilized real estate  
- Construction  
- Rehab  
- Agriculture  
- Mines  
- Oil & gas  
- Energy  
- Non-RE such as technology,  
pharmaceutical, major business  
acquisition/expansion  
 
Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 

PPP or LTN Transactions 
 
- BG SBLC Monetization  
- CIS KYC Needed on most of our casework 
- personal guarantee  
- credit checks  
- asset verification  
- loss of equity in your business  
- Quick turn around time – often 90 days  
- Low underwriting fee  
- Flexible repayment terms  

We know a good deal when we see it 
Being Direct also know were it comes from 

or How to Place it 

NOVACOM & FIRST EDGE  

Direct 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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First Edge is now able to supply                                                                        
SBLC/BG to cover most commodity transactions. 

 

Below are examples of our recommend private banking who we are in direct contact with? 
 
 
The bank and has over $6 billion in assets and corresponds with many Top 
Tier World Banks.. 
 
SBLC/BG COSTS INCLUDING MT760 DELIVERY: 
 

90 Days 6%     

180 Days 8%    

365 Days 9.5% 

 
 
Funds are escrowed with bonded escrow agent in New York at HSBC, not 
touched until the instrument is delivered. In most cases no up front fees of any kind is required. 
 
Escrow Agent:  Seth Feldman, Esq.,  Feldman and Associates, PLLC, 33 E 33 Street, NY 
 
Most important is your banking destination. If we have this, we can note 
if we are relaying the instrument through a top bank and which one. 
 
Please get back to us at your convenience to discuss your requirements through a registered 
financier. 
 
Contact: Mir McGhie,  Commodities, Project Financing Worldwide Main Monetary  
                              
www.first-edge.co.uk,   Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 
 
 
 

 
DISCLAIMER:  

EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED 
AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU 

CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 
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All research information an design work is specially designed  for FE Magazine 

WELCOME TO F1  2015 



 

Welcome to Mexico  
The Mexican Gran Prix is back 
after More than two decades 

 

2015 Nosecones Regulations 
 

Say goodbye to the ugly nosecones of last season 
 

The New 2015 regulations state’s all noses must be symmetrical and taper to a point 

No More Bling Helmets 
Drivers will be stopped from changing their helmet 
designs so spectators can recognise them more 
easily, So no more pictures from Lewis Hamilton 

Virtual Statistics (The Track V Street) 

Minimum including 

a Driver 702kg 

Weight 

Unladen Excluding a 

Driver 1,190kg 

          Performance 0-60 mph 
1.6 sec      6.8sec 
 

                Fuel Consumption 
4 mph       60mph 
 
The minimum weight for drivers and car has 
been increased . 

Virtual Safety Car 
The  (VSC) will neutralise races with elec-
tronic boards telling drivers to slow down. The 
safety Car will still be used For major crashes. 
 
 Driver Biarchi crash at dusk in Japan, so start 
time have been bought forward an hour in 
Australia, 4pm Malaysia, 3pm China, 2pm 
Japan and 2pm Russia 
 

 Penalty Points 
Drivers can only use four engines this season 
rather than 5 last season. 
 
Stewarts can now hand out 10-seconds penal-
ties ones, for minor infringements 
 
Unsafe exit from pits results in a 10-second 
stop and go penalty 
 
Great New:’s The controversial double-points 
system at the final race has been axed. 

WHAT’S NEW FOR THE F1 2015 SEASON 



 

F1 Car Sponsor’s for 2015  

 
The build-up to a new season is traditionally when teams push out press releases revealing the 
details of their new ‘promotional partners’, ‘technical suppliers’ and even ‘official tailors’.  
Whatever they call them, they all fall under the catch-all term ‘sponsors’. But while many cars have 
appeared with new logos on their flanks, there’s a troubling amount of bare carbon fibre on F1’s 
nine different machines. 

Mercedes 

 

 
 
 

Unsurprisingly several companies wished to be associated with the new world champions. Surely 
their biggest coup is the acquisition of Hugo Boss, who had been McLaren’s longest-running spon-
sor in a partnerships dating back 33 years to when Ron Dennis took over the team. The Puma lo-
gos are gone from the car. Also new to Mercedes is Japanese electronics company Epson, who 
might have been expected to align themselves with McLaren given their new engine deal with 
Honda. Epson previously sponsored Lotus and Tyrrell when those teams had Honda power (see 
below). A further new arrival to Mercedes is Qualcomm, an American company which specializes in 
wireless products. Qualcomm is also involved in Formula E where its wireless charging technology 
is being used on one of the course cars, Swissquote logos have disappeared from the cars and the 
message of support to Michael Schumacher – ‘KeepFightingMichael’ – was absent when the car 
was presented at Jerez. However it later reappeared having been moved from the cockpit sides to 

the car’s nose. 
 

Red Bull 

 
Whether Red Bull’s testing livery is a deliberate attempt to disguise their aerodynamic detail (in 
which case expect to see more of them) or a rush job because there wasn’t time to paint the RB11 
before Jerez, in terms of logos there’s little difference to last year. Exness, a foreign exchange bro-
ker company, is the only new sponsor on the car. 

Williams 

 
Having leapt from ninth to third in the constructors’ championship last year Williams has success-
fully grabbed a few new sponsors, mostly from rivals Lotus. Unilever’s deodorant brand Rexona 
(known as Sure in the UK) is a major acquisition, and is Williams’ first sponsor to take the promi-
nent spot on the car’s sidepods since Phillips in 2009. Business technology firm Avanade, a Lotus 
sponsor until 2013, also has its logos on the FW37. A further addition is Hackett London, the team’s 
new clothing partner. Alpinestars supplies its race gear. Williams also extended its partnership with 
HR firm Randstad at the end of last season, and 2015 marks their tenth year together. 

F Massa (Brz) V Bottas (Fin) 

D Ricciardo (Aus) D Kvyat (Rus) 

L Hamilton (GB) N Rosberg (Ger) 

Age: 30 Age: 29 

Age: 25 Age: 20 

Age: 33 Age: 25 



 

F1 Car Sponsor’s for 2015  

Ferrari 

 

 

 

 

Last year there were reports some Strategy Group teams who enjoy major financial benefits from 

Formula One Management, of which Ferrari is the foremost, were able to lure sponsors from non-

Strategy Group teams by offering them less expensive deals. Given that, it’s interesting to note the 

appearance of Telcel logos on the endplates of the new Ferrari. The America Movil company had 

previously backed Esteban Gutierrez while he was at Sauber, and having lost his race seat 

Gutierrez is now a test driver at Ferrari. Another interesting new arrival on the SF-15T is Alfa Ro-

meo. This was last seen in F1 30 years ago when the company which won the first world champi-

onship endured a miserable final season as a constructor. Alfa Romeo, like Ferrari, is part of Fiat 

Chrysler Automobiles, although FCA is selling part of its stake in Ferrari. FCA CEO Sergio 

Marchionne has high hopes for Alfa Romeo, which he wishes to turn into an Italian rival to BMW, 

which probably explains its elevated presence. The ‘ForzaJules’ message in support of the injured 

Jules Bianchi, part of the Ferrari Driver Academy, does not appear on the new car. It is not on other 

teams’ cars either. 

McLaren 

 

 
McLaren have added two major brands in media giant CNN International and KPMG, which is one 
of the ‘big four’ auditors. But note how modest their branding is on the Honda-powered MP4-30. 
This is likely a consequence of McLaren chairman Ron Dennis’s refusal to compromise on his 
team’s rate card, even given their recent lack of success (two winless years and seven seasons 
without a title) and the weak economy. Meanwhile the likes of Hugo Boss have defected to rivals 
Mercedes, which must have hurt. With the team changing engine suppliers, there is now Honda 
branding where Mercedes logos once were. But there is still no sign of the new title sponsor which 
was promised two years ago. 

Toro Rosso 

 
In terms of names on the car, the new Toro Rosso is virtually the same as last year’s. The team’s 
most significant addition is alcohol-free beer brand Estrella Galicia 0,0, whose logo now appears on 
the drivers’ overalls. Appropriately, one of those drivers is set to become F1’s youngest ever racer. 
Max Verstappen will be under the legal minimum drinking age in many of the countries he visits this 
year. 

J Button (GB) 

S Vettel (GER) K Raikkonen (Fin) 

M Verstappen (Hol) C Sainz (sp) 

Age: 27 Age: 35 

Age: 35 Age: 33 

F Alonso (Sp) 

Age: 17 Age: 20 



 

F1 Car Sponsor’s for 2015  

Lotus 

 

 

 

 
There are still a number of logos filling the E23’s livery, but Lotus has several after a very bad sea-
son. Rexona has jumped to Williams, Burn and EMAAR are not on this year’s car, and neither are 
Hisense and Endless, which appeared in late 2014.  
Total has gone too, following the team’s switch from Renault power to Mercedes – the latter being 
one new name on the car. Significantly from a performance point of view, Lotus will use Petronas 
products as Mercedes do. 
 

Sauber 

 

 

 

 

In terms of sponsors, Sauber have probably had more change than any other team during the win-
ter. Gone are the Mexican sponsors as Gutierrez is no longer part of the team – the three America 
Movil brands as well as Jose Cuervo and Unifin are no longer on the car. The same goes for 2014’s 
third driver Giedo van der Garde, who has taken McGregor with him. NEC has also disappeared. 
The few remaining sponsors have been joined by those brought by the new drivers. Nasr has got 
Sauber a big backer in Banco do Brasil, while Silanna has followed Marcus Ericsson from Cater-
ham. The latter company has logos in three spots on the C34, but more interestingly, their logos 
only appear on Ericsson’s overalls. 
 

Force India 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many of those missing Sauber logos can now be found on the Force India, who might as well re-
name themselves Force Mexico. They now boast the only Mexican driver in the field, Sergio Perez, 
and while their VJM08 is yet to be revealed they showed off an updated livery in Mexico City last 
month. Along with an increased presence of Mexican sponsors from America Movil (Claro, Telmex 
and Telcel brands), Interproteccion and NEC have arrived from Sauber. Lubricants firm Quaker 
State is another new addition. Apart from that, the usual Vijay Mallya linked brands remain on the 
car. The striking colours of Roshfrans are gone, and so is the logo of Kazakhstan foundation As-
tana which was associated with 2014 third driver Daniel Juncadella. 

M Ericsson (Swe) Felipe Nasr (Brz) 

P Maldonado (Ven) R Grosjean (Fra) 

N Hulkenberg (Ger) S Perez (Mex) 

Age: 28 Age: 30 

Age: 24 Age: 22 

Age: 27 Age: 25 

http://www1.skysports.com/f1/drivers/pastor-maldonado
http://www1.skysports.com/f1/drivers/romain-grosjean


 

Full F1 Calendar for 2015  
 

The FIA have confirmed the following calendar for 2015 featuring a record breaking 21 
races.  The calendar sees the return of Mexico and Korea to the calendar alongside the 
new additions of Russia and Austria from this season. 
 
It’s not yet clear whether the German Grand Prix will be held at all after it’s original 
venue at Nurburgring pulled out leaving the only venue available being Hockenheim. But 
despite the Hockenheim circuit alternating hosting the event it’s still proving difficult for 
Bernie Ecclestone to reach an agreement with the circuit for 2015. 
 
15 MARCH 2015 AUSTRALIA: ALBERT PARK  
2 
29 MARCH 2015 MALAYSIA: SEPANG INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT  
3 
12 APRIL 2015 CHINA: SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT  
4 
19 APRIL 2015 BAHRAIN: BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT  
5 
10 MAY 2015 SPAIN: CIRCUIT DU CATALUNYA  
6 
24 MAY 2015 MONACO: CIRCUIT DE MONA 
7 
7 JUNE 2015 CANADA: CIRCUIT GILLES-VILLENEUVE  
8 
21 JUNE 2015 AUSTRIA: RED BULL RING  
9 
5 JULY 2015 GREAT BRITAIN: SILVERSTONE  
10 
19 JULY 2015 GERMANY: TBA – GERMANY  
11 
26 JULY 2015 HUNGARY: HUNGARORING  
12 
23 AUGUST 2015 BELGIUM: CIRCUIT DU SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS  
13 
6 SEPTEMBER 2015 ITALY: AUTODROMO NAZIONALE MONZA  
14 
20 SEPTEMBER 2015 SINGAPORE: SINGAPORE STREET CIRCUIT  
15 
27 SEPTEMBER 2015 JAPAN: SUZUKA  
16 
11 OCTOBER 2015 RUSSIA: SOCHI CIRCUIT  
17 
25 OCTOBER 2015 UNITED STATES: CIRCUIT OF THE AMERICAS  
18 
1 NOVEMBER 2015 MEXICO: AUTÓDROMO HERMANOS RODRÍGUEZ  
19 
15 NOVEMBER 2015 BRAZIL: AUTODROMO JOSE CARLOS PACE  
20 
29 NOVEMBER 2015 UAE: YAS MARINA CIRCUIT  



 

Coolest Innovations 

Bang & Olufsen's New Stereo Can Read Your Mind 
Bang & Olufsen's latest music system has a two-side controller designed by the same team that 
helped create Windows' Metro UI. 
4 Notes  101 Pin   57 Plus 100 Share Tweet 456 Like Share 
Thanks to companies like Spotify, Rdio, and more, a nearly endless succession of music flows 
from our devices like tap water. So while the design problem of the last 50 years or so has been 
the best way to get music to people, the design problem of the 21st century is all about how to 
make sure that, given endless choice, people are always hearing the music they want to hear. 
Bang & Olufsen's new stereo, the BeoSound Moment, is an innovative take on that problem. The 

system itself is all wood and aluminum, with clean lines and a jaunty angle. Flip it over, and you'll 

find a touch-screen have  

What are the coolest features of the Apple Watch? 
The Apple Watch tells the time! It's apparently accurate within 15 milliseconds, and you can rock 
a number of different faces when the watch is hibernating, just like in Android Wear - including a 
funky Mickey Mouse effort. You can also add the date, your next meeting and other bits to the 

main face. 

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3042592/wanted/a-sleek-designer-stereo-that-reads-your-mind#comments


 

Coolest Innovations 

Innovative Tablet Concepts We Wish Were Real  
The tech industry has built tablets since 2002, but it's only in the last four years that they've sold a 

large number of devices that exceeds the sales of personal computer. In fact, an estimated 285 

million tabs were manufactured this year — almost the same quantity as desktops and notebooks 

combined. While different manufacturers continue to present us with their most innovative design,  

Cicret bracelet  
Of all the modern "smart" bracelets one of the most unusual and interesting can be called accessory 

Cicret. This device is an external screen for a smartphone or tablet. It is uses as a touch screen ... 

the skin on the man's wrist.From the mass of existing now mobile devices Cicret must be attributed 

rather to the "smart" hours, although in shape and size, it is more like a simple fitness bracelet... 



 

FIRST EDGE OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF BLUE MOUNTAIN COFFEE 



 



 



 

About Us 
Welcome to Embassy First, we are able to offer a vast amount of knowledge from our involvement 
in catering for Embassy's in the UK. At Embassy First we are constantly reviewing our services 
which is held on our vast range of listed private clients and governments around the world. 
 
We also have direct contact with the others agencies  in most known countries around the world. 
 
The product’s we have available can range from something as simple as being a Visa courier ser-
vice to various major services from looking after the ambassadors private residences, chauffer's, 
home sitters, and more. 
 
Email: info@embassyfirst.com  Website: www.embassyfirst.com 

EMBASSY FIRST 
Luxury Concierge Service 

 
Specially Designed to meet all the requirements in embassy’s around the World  



 

CURRENT PROFILE 
 

AngloGold Ashanti, headquartered in Johannesburg, South Africa, is a global gold company with a 
portfolio of long-life, relatively low-cost assets and differing orebody types in key gold producing re-
gions. The company's 20 operations are located in 10 countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Ghana, 
Guinea, Mali, the Democratic Republic of Congo, South Africa, Tanzania and the United States of 
America), and are supported by extensive exploration activities. 



 

Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading Dubai based trader of gold, silver and other 
precious metals and has established trading relationships to international suppliers, mines, 
major trading houses, refineries and purchasers. Aurora has established itself as a highly 
reputable trading partner and one of the foremost gateways to the physical precious metals 
market in Dubai. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our company, by virtue of its purchasing power and liquidity, is able to buy and sell precious 
metals at highly competitive market rates and is thus able to achieve the best pricing levels 
for its clients. With state of the art melting and laboratory facilities Aurora ensures accuracy 
and combines this with the highest level of integrity. 
 

Dubai Based Refinery 

Aurora Precious Metals Group is located at the Gold  
and Diamond Park in Dubai, U.A.E. 
 
AURORA PRECIOUS METALS GROUP FZC 
OPERATIONS AND TRADING OFFICE 
Building 1, Suite 124B, Box 283449 
Gold & Diamond Park 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Director of Gold & Diamonds: Miss Anne Huttenga 

 Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 

Why you’re safe in gold & diamond with First Edge? 
 
Our Trust 
Precious metal professionals consultant since 2010, we're one of the world’s leading consultants 
in trading physical gold bullion around the globe. 
 
Our Security 
We are able to give personal references of assurance from some of the most major suppliers 
along with high level principle dignitaries who knows today’s gold market. In most countries:    
Dubai, Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore, Switzerland and the UK. 
 
We are constantly in consultation on reviewing Gold and Diamond Products transactions globally, 

which includes a range of purchasing and selling between attorneys - instruments or banks, we 

only work direct to principle buyers and sellers in most diamond and gold transaction’s around the 

Globe. 

Our Service 
First Edge will provide each customer with a Principle Relationship Manager who will always be 
on hand to help with any logistics in the buying process and the answering  of questions.    
 
Our Flexibility 
Gold can be bought or sold by most of the world’s leading currencies. We also offer many other 
facilities that can help both buyers and sellers globally. 



 



 

 
Gold miners in eastern DRC no longer fear warlords but now they are exploited by a plague of cor-
rupt government officials and security personnel. 
 
They all demand illegal taxes, fees and levies from the miners without delivering any meaningful 
services in return, according to a major research report by the Southern Africa Resource Watch 
(SARW). 
The report – Conflict Gold to Criminal Gold: The new face of artisanal gold mining in Congo – high-
lights the poor governance of the mining sector, which could be the driving force behind genuine 
socio-economic development in the region, and the daily battle for survival by thousands of artisanal 
and small scale gold miners, who produce nearly all of eastern DRC’s gold. 
 
The report, which was based on 10-months of research in gold-mining communities in the provinces 
of North and South Kivu, Maniema and Orientale by a team of 12 Congolese researchers and a re-
nowned international expert, found that: 
 
The artisanal gold-mining communities of the Kivus, Maniema and Orientale are in the grip of a his-
toric gold rush, complete with all the classic symptoms – chaotic migrations, poor sanitary and 
health conditions, dangerous mine excavation techniques resulting in frequent fatalities, increasing 
criminal exploitation of the entire process, and incalculable environmental costs; 

 
 Artisanal gold mining produces between US$1-2 billion per year and undeniably represents the big-
gest single source of income for eastern DRC and the best hope for economic growth and develop-
ment; 
But gold miners have not benefited from this gold rush and from notable improvements in the 
broader economic and security context, which include the establishment of peace in most gold-
mining areas; record-breaking gold prices on world markets; and the restructuring of government 
agencies, partly supported by the international community, to increase supervision and enforcement 
of laws in all mining areas; 
 
Gold is the economic lifeblood of the eastern DRC, but the Congolese government lacks any credi-
ble and reliable institutional presence, any statistical data, or any genuine plan to collect data. Inevi-
tably, all policy implementation efforts for the informal gold sector are ineffective; and, 
While the exploitation of artisanal and small-scale miners continues, the identity of those responsible 
has changed. They are no longer warlords and militia leaders but government administrators, mem-
bers of state military and security organizations, and racketeers. 

 

From War Lords to Politicians 

www.femagazine.co.uk 

Gold News 

http://www.osisa.org/other/economic-justice/drc/conflict-gold-criminal-gold-new-face-artisanal-gold-mining-congo
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From War Lords to Politicians 

“The town of Bunia and the surrounding region, where thousands of miners dig for their living, have 
not been disturbed by wars or rebellions since 2005, yet the majority of the population is in the grip 
of acute poverty and desperation,” said Georges Bokundu, SARW DRC Coordinator. “This has noth-
ing to do with wars and rebellions and everything to do with irresponsible policies and the greed of 
state agents and so it is up to the Congolese government to act. 
  
The report concludes with four key recommendations to improve conditions for artisanal miners in 
eastern Congo and pave the way for gold-led socio-economic development: 
 
Stop the criminal exploitation of the gold-mining sector – The government must act to halt the in-
creasingly criminal exploitation of artisanal and small-scale miners by a plague of government bu-
reaucrats, officials and security agents – and end the illegal export of almost 100 percent of the gold 
produced in the east 
. 
Provide adequate physical protection to miners – If the government provided adequate physical pro-
tection to artisanal and small-scale miners – by reallocating funds to support legitimate army regi-
ments – gold production would increase and so would the sector’s impact on individual livelihoods 
and the region’s economy 
 
Protect artisanal and small-scale gold miners from racketeers – The government needs to tackle the 
racketeers, who are buying the miners’ gold at unfairly low prices and selling them food, tools and 
other merchandise at hugely inflated prices – and leaving them constantly digging for survival. 
 
Reorganise or close SAESSCAM – The Service for the Assistance and Supervision of Artisanal and 
Small-Scale Mining (SAESSCAM) was established to support miners but its underpaid – or often 
unpaid – agents simply extort ‘taxes’, ‘levies’ and other ‘fees’ without providing any services in re-
turn. The government must totally restructure the institution or close it down. 
  
A dozen SARW researchers visited dozens of gold mining sites, interviewing hundreds of miners, 
their wives and children, gold traders, government officials, soldiers, officers and agents of the na-
tional military, security and police organizations. The project is on-going. Research teams continue 
to monitor and assess the general economic and trade conditions, as well as the security, labour, 
gender, health and environmental issues affecting artisanal and small-scale mining communities.  
 
The results of the on-going research will be published in separate reports during the coming months.  



 

 
What is a conflict diamond? 
Conflict diamonds, also known as blood diamonds, war diamonds, or converted diamonds, are de-
fined by the United Nations as “diamonds that originate from areas controlled by forces or factions 
opposed to legitimate and internationally recognized governments, and are used to fund military ac-
tion in opposition to those governments…” Essentially, these diamonds are mined and sold in war-
torn areas, with the profits used to fund violent rebellions. 
 

Where do conflict diamonds come from? 
The vast majority of conflict diamonds come from countries in southern and western Africa. The first 
reports of conflict diamonds were published in 1998 by Global Witness, and revealed the role that 
diamonds played in funding the rebels of the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola 
(UNITA) in their war against the government. Angola, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and 
Sierra Leone are the most widely mentioned countries of origin for conflict diamonds, although other 
African countries including Cȏte d’Ivoire, Zimbabwe, and Liberia have also been involved in the prac-
tice. 
 

What’s being done about it? 
In 2003, the UN established the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) to prevent the pro-
liferation and sale of conflict diamonds. The diamond industry is very serious about self-policing at all 
levels of the supply chain. All major rough diamond producers, exporters, and importers are now 
members of the KPCS, and any diamond dealer who is found to be non-compliant is often black-
listed. Their reputation is severely damaged, and dealers and jewelers will be very hesitant to do 
business with them. Despite criticism, the Kimberley Process has been quite successful in increasing 
sales of legal diamonds and discouraging the trade of conflict diamonds. 
 

How many conflict diamonds are out there? 
Once a diamond is cut, it is very difficult to tell where it came from. However, the number of conflict 
diamonds in circulation has drastically decreased over the past twenty years. At the peak of the Si-
erra Leone conflict, it is estimated that conflict diamonds accounted for between 4% and 15% of the 
global diamond trade. Currently, the World Diamond Council claims that less than 1% of diamonds 
are conflict diamonds. 

How can I make sure my diamond isn’t a conflict diamond? 
Some retailers, like Brilliant Earth, specialize in conflict-free diamonds. If a jeweler is compliant with 
the Kimberley Process, he or she should be able to show you a diamond’s System of Warranties 
statement. You don’t have to avoid all diamonds from Africa; in fact, many of these countries rely on 
the legal diamond trade to finance schools, infrastructure, and growth. When diamond shopping, ask 
the store owner about the process it uses to guarantee its diamonds are conflict-free. He or she 

http://www.globalwitness.org/campaigns/conflict/conflict-diamonds
http://www.globalwitness.org/library/global-witness-leaves-kimberley-process-calls-diamond-trade-be-held-accountable
http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/import/the_truth_about_diamonds.pdf
http://www.worlddiamondcouncil.org/download/resources/documents/Fact%20Sheet%20(Conflict%20Diamonds%20and%20the%20Kimberley%20Process).pdf
http://www.brilliantearth.com/
http://www.brilliantearth.com/conflict-free-diamonds/
http://www.brilliantearth.com/


 

The Kimberley Process was established to halt human rights abuses resulting from rebel groups 

using the profits of diamonds to fund their wars or coup d'états. Its 54 members come from 90 

countries and account for almost 100% of the global trade in rough diamonds. The scheme was 

set up to ensure the international supply of diamonds didn't come from warlords. It has helped 

stem millions of dollars to would-be rebels. 



 

 
About The New Format 
 
Beginning January 2014, GIA’s benchmark laboratory reports will have a new look. They’ll contain the 
same trusted grading and identification data in an easier-to-read format.  The reports will also contain 
enhanced security features and unique QR codes providing direct access to Report Check for quick 
report verification. The new reports consume less paper and other materials to help clients reduce 
their storage and postage costs. 
 
Exchanging Reports for the Revised Format 
 
The introduction of the revised format will not affect the validity of previously issued reports. If you’d 
still like to exchange your current report for one in the new format, GIA’s Reissue Program offers a 
cost-effective way to do so. 
 
 Reports Qualifying for Reissue:  Any prior version report dated on or after January 1, 2013.  Reports 
dated prior to January 1, 2013 are subject to the standard update service and fees,  
  
Reissue Fees: 
 Reports dated January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013: $10 USD for Dossier; $15 USD for all other reports,  
Reports dated July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013: No Charge 
 
 All requests for reissues at these special rates must be submitted by December 31, 2014, otherwise 
regular Update Service and corresponding fees apply. 
 
 How the Reissue Program works: 
• Complete a Reissue Request form and submit along with your current report to   
  any GIA laboratory or intake location worldwide 
• You do not need to resubmit your gemstones 
• Free shipping and handling 
• Please allow up to 10 business days to process after report are received 
• Reports issued in new format will carry the date of the original report 
• If payment is required, you will be invoiced in the local currency of the lab where you submitted 
• Reissue program expires December 31, 2014 

FE Diamond News 

GIA Reports - New Format 



 

APPROVED BY FIRST EDGE 
 

 
B. C. O. Ezeagu & Associates is prepared to look at any cases where fraud has taken place, where   
buyers  has lost money or their product,  
 
Principle Person Barrister Benedict Ezeagu 
Principal Associate, B. C. O. Ezeagu & Associates (Liberation Chambers)  
Address: No. 9 Yola Street, Area 7,Garki-Abuja, Nigeria 
 
E-mail: benchudeze@yahoo.com 
Tel:+23408069465990,+2348057201228. 
 
Our Office has all professional Certificates, including University, Law School, Nigerian Call To Bar 
and Law Firm Registration Certificates as well as retainer ship letters from Clients 
 
You can also check more about this Law Firm activities on these links: 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN0QuuL059Q 
www.vanguardngr.com/.../presidential-polls-save-nigeria-group-disowns 
www.thenationonlineng.net/.../33932-save-nigeria-group-to-jonathan-sa... 
www.igbofocus.co.uk/.../sng-_can_group_want_sanusi_sacked_over_x1. 
www.pointblanknews.com/os1586.html  
www.thenigerianvoice.com/.../2011-lawyers-worry-over-insecurity.html  
www.csmonitor.com/.../Nigeria-president-still-out-VP-Goodluck...  
www.nigeriadailynews.com/.../26171-justice-ayo-salami’s-purported-sus...  



 

Several international mining corporations have established regional headquarters in Bot-
swana and are looking for diamonds, uranium, gold and oil. Many have come back with posi-
tive results. Galane Gold Ltd announced that it has kicked off its first ore exploration from 
Tau underground in the northern part of the country. 
 
Galane Gold or GG is a Toronto-based investment firm, an unhedged gold producer and ex-
plorer acting in mining operation and exploration in the Republic of Botswana. It is a publi-
cally traded company which is listed on both the TSX Venture Exchange and the Botswana 
Stock Exchange. Galane Gold has already had several extensive exhibitions in the manage-
ment of mining and exploring programs. 
 
“This gold exploration is an expected evolution in order to improve the company’s perform-
ance,” GG said. The firm contributes with senior professional employees, who are committed 
to respect the environment and the communities in which they work. 
 
At the beginning, GG didn’t have the intention to pursue the resource of gold in Tau through 
underground mining. It started the project in the fourth quarter of 2013 and has finished its 
forced portal entry at the bottom of the existing Tau pit and the installation of the entire infra-
structure required for the exploration. The company has put a graphical presentation of the 
detailed mining plan on the reported resource to mine about 85,000 ounces of gold over the 
next three years. 
 
Ravi Sood, the Chief executive officer of Galane Gold, stated, “This project is a major step in 
the evolution of the company both with regards to a change from open pit mining to under-
ground mining and our plans to extend mine life through further exploration.” He then added, 
“We have completed this project within six months and from our own operating cash-flows is 
a testament to the experienced management team that we have put in place." 
 
Botswana is ranked as the best investment jurisdiction in Africa, according to World Bank 
Global Investment Benchmarking Report. According to the Fraser Institute Global survey of 
Mining Companies best African mining jurisdiction and the seventh best mining country glob-
ally. It also has a strong economic environment. In fact, Botswana is regarded as the best 
mining country in Africa. It has political stability and strong GDP growth. Its status as an Eng-
lish speaking country is why Multinational firms such as Galane Gold can operate on its 
ground. The Australian firm, Gallery Gold, however, has also its entire exploration of Gold in 
the country. The company’s most prospect exploration was the Mupane Gold Mine which 
officially opened in February 2005, will produce approximately 100,000 ounces of gold per 
year. Apart from that, Botswana is an emerging mining powerhouse.  

Diamonds, from Pits to Depths 
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PRIVATE SECURITY OVERSEAS DEPLOYMENTS 

 
 
We wish to thank everyone who has applied for this position which is now closed. 
 
All the successful applicants will be contacted within the next two weeks  
 
FE Recruitment has been under discussion with a major Ex-Military recruitment company 
which was set up by an High Ranking Ex-Soldier to help Ex-Military personnel re-adjust back 
into civilian life on leaving the forces, offering support, free education programs and employ-
ment opportunities. 
 
Together we offer highly skilled individuals in a wide variety of trades, from logistics, engi-
neering, legal, IT (including Cyber security specialists with current security clearance), medi-
cal and much more.  
 
Our team of specialist recruiters can support the needs of any company whatever the size, 
we pride ourselves on our military ethos: Integrity, Loyalty & Honesty.  
 
FE Recruitment is grateful to be supported by some of the worlds leading companies and 
proud to be able to support our military charities of choice. 
 
 
 

Positions Required: 
Immediately required : ex military personnel with at least 9 yrs service for vacancies in up-
coming security ventures in Africa / Suadi and shipping companies. Please reply immediately 
to info@femagazine.co.uk 
 
FE Recruitment is a newly established security company :  
 
will be negotiating our first contract starting in mid April 2015. 
 
We have presented our terms to the client :  
Â  very good reasonable rate per day per man ( paid into an offshore account ) 
A 1 yr min contract on all contracts obtained 
3 months on 1 month off 
full Insurance coverage 
1 months salary up front 
Accommodation / transport / food to be provided 
Equipment / Kit provided by the company 

Ex -  Servicemen  Required  for  UK 
and Overseas Security Work  

FEM  Official  Advisor 

NOW CLOSED 



 

Our Mission 
NNPC is an integrated Oil and Gas Company, engaged in adding value to the nation’s hydrocarbon resources for 
the benefit of all Nigerians and other stakeholders. In 1988, the NNPC was commercialised into 12 strategic busi-
ness units, covering the entire spectrum of oil industry operations: exploration and production, gas development, 
refining, distribution, petrochemicals, engineering, and commercial investments.  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more Info:  

Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 

First Edge is specially designed to meet most fuel requirements in Today's Commodity Mar-

ket 

We are able to engage in fuel purchase and sales transaction with titleholders all around the world 

for most major fuel products. 

DIESEL D-2 GAS OIL RUSSIAN GOST 305-82 

AVIATION FUEL 

MAZUT 

CRUDE OIL 

LNG 



 

For less than the price of a battery, 

You can give a real child a new life. 



 

Precious Real Estates Company Ltd. is an organ of Precious Group of Companies specializing in land and 

real-estate brokering and management. Currently, Precious GOC has a prime real-estate covering several 

plots of lands labelled ”Precious Lands” located near Accra – the capital of Ghana. 
 

info@preciousplots.co.uk  in association with first edge ltd 

CR
China Resource Trad-

China Resource Trading (China) provides business advisory and investment services for compa-
nies wanting to establish a presence in China. We offer our clients the necessary Chinese invest-
ment savvy and international management expertise to facilitate sound investment choices in 
China. Our expertise is demonstrated daily with the successful execution of our own China op-
erations, info@first-edge.co.uk 

mailto:info@preciousplots.co.uk
http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/
http://www.tig-china.com/
http://www.tig-china.com/


 

 

Comment & Suggestion Box 

To Share Your Comments by using our suggestion box at your convenience in 
sending us any concerns you may have towards FE Magazine. 
 
What's your big idea? 

We're always looking for ways to improve FE Magazine for our readers, so if you've 
got an idea to make things better or you've seen something we've not spotted, let us 
know  by emailing us, with the email address shown below.. 
 
How do Comments Help FE Readers? 

All Comments are read and replied. If you have a comment or suggestion is viable it 
will appears in FE Magazine, For instance, you can send us your personal thoughts 
of a particular product in which you know that could be helpful to our readers. 
 
We will also publish our reader’s feedback which should give you the indication that 
you've made a positive comment which has become helpful to all our readers. 
 
How does the blacklisting words work? 

You can report companies or people you think should be blacklisted in the com-
ments box. The content of new comments is checked against the blacklist of terms 
to see if this comment should have viability to be put on our Blacklist Website. The 
comment is checked via substring matching on other websites and checked by our 
compliance team.  
 
It would be great if you could also state your country and region when sending in 
you comment. 

While we always read the feedback ideas you send, we may not be able to respond 
to every single comment individually.  

Please email us: info@femadazine.co.uk 



 

First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated in Marketing Agent of 19 SPICED 

 



 

 

                       How to unlock your brain's full potential 
 
Scientist suggest that Einstein was no smarter than the average person, but he knew how to tap 
into his full brain power. By the end of this guide you will learn the methods that could make you 
use as much of your brain as Einstein! 
 
 The methods that we were taught in school to use for learning are over three thousand years old 
and they simply do not work. Most of us have been convinced that we only use about 10% of our 
brain on a daily basis. Unfortunately the number is more like only 1%, but it doesn’t have to be that 
way. We can learn to use almost all of our brain all of the time. We simply just need to change our 
way of learning. What we were taught in school did not work for most people and left many people 
feeling inadequate, slow and downright stupid. We have used an inadequate and primitive method 
to learn which is slow, makes learning more work than it has to be and hinders learning challenges 
instead of facilitating them.  
 
Scientist studied the EEG readings of two groups of people. One group worked on painting master-
pieces while the other group just doodled. The scientist expected the group working on the master-
pieces to have higher EEG readings than the doodlers. To their amazement, both groups had 
roughly the same EEG readings. It doesn’t take any more brainpower to paint a masterpiece than it 
does to doodle stick people. If it takes as much energy to goof off as it does to paint a masterpiece, 
you might as well work on a masterpiece. The masterpiece in this article is your brain. It deserves 
your attention and it deserves to be used to its fullest capacity and be filled with information and 
knowledge that you can use.  
 
People focus on writing things down way to much. This is a very bad habit to get into, and can de-
crease your ability to remember things. Here are some tips on how to remember things a bit better: 
 
 1. Believe you’ll remember it to focus your whole brain on the effort. 
 2. Will yourself to remember it to activate the internal brain. 
 3. Visualize, clearly in your mind what it is you want to remember to bring it into focus of your 
whole mind. 
 4. Tell yourself to remember it so your unconscious will mark it as special and make it stand out 
more. 
 5. Mentally review it the next morning. 
 6. Review the material again to refresh and reinforce it.  
 
When you first wake up in the morning, you are a lot smarter than you are the rest of the day. Your 
brain is open. You are in the genius state. This occurs when you first wake up, and Einstein found 
that out. So, he did something incredible... He learned how to get into it. What he did is sit down 
holding a ball in his hand. He closed his eyes and relaxed. Then as he started to fall alseep, his 
muscles would loosen and the ball would drop, thus waking him up. When he awoke, he was in the 
genius state. Another state that geniuses used taps into your brain, and takes experience from any 
part of your life, and pretty much gives yourself advice. Here are the steps: 
 
1. Sit in a quiet place where you won’t be interrupted. 
 2. Close your eyes. 
 3. Imagine that you are in a lush green forest. Imagine it more vividly with each step you take. In-
voke the senses so that you not only see the forest, but you can also hear the sounds and smell 
the scents of the forest. 
 4. Then imagine that on your path you come to a rustic cabin, a quaint little house. See the house 
as vividly as you can with colors, shapes of windows, curtains, etc. Also imagine the landscape—
what does the yard look like? Imagine it as vividly as possible too. 
 5. Imagine that you walk up to the door, you see and feel the doorknob, you open the door and 
then walk inside. 
 6. Next you visualize that a wise old man or woman is in the middle of the room. Visualize the per-
son as fully as possible. Go to the wise old man/woman and tell him/her your problem. 
 7. Listen closely to what you think the person might say.  
 



 

 

                       How to unlock your brain's full potential 
 
You will sometimes be amazed at what your own unconscious mind will tell you. This is also the 
part of your mind that spits out things you were trying to remember days or weeks before. It’s that 
time you are driving along or see something that sparks your memory and all of a sudden the an-
swer comes to you. 
 
We need to reprogram our minds with positive thoughts and messages to change our negative 
thinking about learning into positive ones. Think about all the things you have learned so far. Tell 
yourself that you will remember what you’re learning and what you need to remember. Working on 
these simple tricks will help your memory improve tremendously.  
 
Here are some more small, but extremely useful things you can do to get the most of your brain: 
 
Deep breathing- Taking deeper breaths enhances your brain's power, your brain (all of your body 
for that matter) needs oxygen to function; And it is proven that the more you get the better.  Not 
only will this help you think better, but it will increase the strength of your lungs which can help in 
various circumstances. 
 
Meditation- This isn't a long term thing, but more of a cool down. Meditating when you are 
stressed, or are about to do something important is very helpful. Sitting down, closing your eyes, 
and focusing on nothing but your breath.  This relaxes you, and clears your mind. Do this for 5-10 
minutes, and you will feel rejuvenated afterwards. 
 
Music- This isn't about listening to rap or hard rock, but things like Mozart. There was a study at 
the University of California, that kids who listened to piano and/or sang in a daily chorus were 
much better at solving puzzles, and scored 80% higher in special intellenigence. 
 
Sugar- Do not eat sugar before a test, or something that requires thinking like that. Sugar can 
cause "Brain fog" and mess up your train of thought. Fish- Eating fish actually speeds up your 
brain waves. Faster brain waves means faster thinking when you are in a fast situation. There are 
also fish-oil pills that you can use like vitamins, which takes the place of eating fish. 
 
Puzzles- Grab a cross word once every other day, or whatever schedule you want, or even a cou-
ple riddles. This makes you think outside the box, and a great way to do get brain exercise. It is 
even god to do while at an airport, or waiting for a dentist appointment. 
 
Questions- Ask yourself questions, then ponder it for awhile and find the most logical solution pos-
sible. If you can't find an answer, ask someone else, because an unanswered question can drive 
you crazy. Things like "Why are taller buildings better" or "What is the purpose of a curb" or things 
that you see in your everyday life that can be further thought about. 
 
Exercise- Research shows that exercising for just 12 minutes a day can increase your brain power 
by 30%! 
 
Memory- If you need to remember something short-term, then is is best to do it in the morning, 
because of the genius state that Einstein used. Long-term on the other hand is proven to be better 
in the afternoon. Also, if you are learning the words to a song, or studying for a test, it is best to 
sleep on it after studying. Before you go to bed, take some problems and put them on a paper, 
when you wake up, do the problems, then review the information, to recap what you learned the 
previous day (only used for tests or school work). Listen- When you listen, knowledge comes 
rushing into your brain through your ears. You will become more aware of your surroundings, un-
derstand things better, and a keen ear is a great skill. 
 
Getting dressed- When you get dressed, do it in the dark. It makes you use different senses, and 
increases awareness. Soduko It is a simple game that falls under the category of puzzles men-
tioned earlier, but it is one of the most powerful and effective ways to exercise your brain. 



 

 

       WHICH BRAIN ARE YOU 
   
 

 
 
PLAN 
LINEAR BRAIN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you analytical? Do you like looking at numbers? 

If so, you might be suited to a job role in.. 
 

RESEARCH & MEDIA PLANNING 
DATA ANALYTICS MEDIA BUYING 
INSIGHT STRATEGY 

 
CREATE 
LATERAL BRAIN 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Are you inventive ? Do you like graphic and digital design? 

If so you might besuited to a job role in.. 
 

WEB DESIGN CODING 
CONTENT GRAPHIC DESIGN 
SOCIAL STUDIO 
 

 

DO ER 
DIAGONAL BRAIN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you practical? Can you make things Happen? 

If so, you might be suited to a job role in.. 
 

CLIENT SERVICE, ACCOUNT MANAGER 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT, NEW BUSINESS 
PRODUCTION & MARKETING 



 



 



 

FIRST EDGE LTD 
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN COMMODITIES, 

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS, AND SUPPLY SERVICE’S 

 

OUR MARKETING IS BASED ON  
BEING THE BEST IN LOGISTICS GLOBALLY 

 

WHERE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS 

OUR DATABASE CATERS FOR MOST COMMODITIES  GLOBALLY  



 

ABOUT F.E.M 

 

 

 

 
First Edge Medical mission is to provide hospitals, medical centres, surgery centres and physician’s 
groups, also healthcare facilities with the highest-quality medical-surgical products and supplies at 
the best pricing levels supported by superior levels of customer service 
 
Whether your hospital your own purchasing department and team, a buying group, or a Group 
Purchasing or purchases through sanitation (GPO), you can rely on First Edge Medical to assume 
responsibility to deliver the volume of products, service and support tailored specifically to your 
organization’s unique needs. Please call us at +44 208-769-0070 or email info@first-edge.co.uk 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main Contact: Miss A Hunttenga   
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 
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      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                     Reference Number 

      Bitumen                                Salesman                     U.A.E                       FEJV09986554 

Candidate should have a minimum of 5 years experience in sales of Bitumen in various markets. Candidate   

should have a proven track record of sales in Africa, UAE, India and Bangladesh. We prefer a candidate 

who is based in Dubai                 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

      Trading  Comp                     Receptionist/Admin       London                   FEJV09986555 

Candidate should have a minimum of 10 years experience as Receptionist/Admin. Candidate  must have a 

proven track record .  candidate has to be based in London (UK) 

 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

      Trading  Floor                       Bonds Trader             London                        FEJV09986556 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

       Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

       Trading House                      Trade Analyst             London                       FEJV09986557 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

Please Send Pictured CV to info@femagazine.co.uk or dm@first-edge.co.uk  

                



 

                    

             

 IRON ORE FROM MEXICO 

 

IN ORDER MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENT; I DECIDED TO SEND YOU THE SCO 

AND ALL THE DOCUMENTS OF THE IRON ORE FROM MEXICO. 

CHECK OUT THE ATTACHMENT PLEASE. YOU WILL FIND THE SELLER'S OFFER. 

 

BESIDES YOU WILL FIND THE QUALITY REPORTS, EXPORT PERMISSIONS AND ALL THE NEC-

ESSARY DOCUMENTS GIVEN BY THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT TO EXTRACT THE MINERAL. 

 

WE CAN OFFER THE PRODUCT FOB MEXICAN PORT OR CFR CHINESE PORT 

 

PRICE FOB MEXICAN PORT: $80 USD PER MT  

PRICE CFR CHINESE PORT: $105 USD PER MT  

 

MEXICAN IRON ORE 63% REJECTION 61% 

QUANTITY: FROM 50,000 MT PER MONTH UP TO 200,000 MT PER MONTH (YEAR CON-

TRACT)  

PAYMENT TERMS: DLC AND SELLER CAN ISSUE 2% PB 

 

PLEASE SEND YOUR LOI / ICPO ADDRESS  

 

 

PRODUCTO: IRON ORE 

ORIGEN: MEXICO 

CANTIDAD: 50,000 MT MENSUALES 

50,000 MT x 1 mes + 50,000 MT x 11 mes (Total 600,000 TM al año) FOB PUERTO MAN-

ZANILLO O 

PUERTO LAZARO CARDENAS MEXICO. 

TIEMPO DEL CONTRATO: 12 MESES FORZOSOS CON OPCION A EXTENDERSE 

PRICE FOB USD$80 - CFR CHINESE PORT: USD $105 PER MT 

 

Please send LOI to info@femagazine.co.uk 

 



 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM001175ad 

GOLD BULLION  BUYER’S 

Iron Ore & Sugar 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008875ad 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM004875ad 

Steam Coal 

2 DIRECT BUYER FOR GOLD BULLION (PHYSICAL) DEPOSITED IN 

EUROPE OR THE SWISS  

 
First) BUYER PROCEDURES:  
POP X POF  simultaneously - BANK TO BANK  

DESC. LEAST 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER SIDES - ALL IN THE SIDE OF THE SALE OF THESE 
1.50%  

1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 

Second BUYER  
FED 2007-YEAR PROCEDURES PATROT Act I y II  
MINIMUM DISCOUNT OF 10.0% vs. 7.0%  

1.50% SELLER OPEN SIDES  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  

 

WE OFFER THE SEEDS OF STEEL BUYERS WITH INTEREST AS FOLLOWS SFEKPIKASI 

Fe 55-58% 
 
FeO 17%min 

... SiO2 5%MAX 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Al2O3 3%MAX 

... S 0.9%MAX 

P 0.9%MAX 
TiO2 7% 
Moisture Free Moisture Loss at 105 Degree centigrade Max 8% 

0-10 mm 90% Min 
Size 10-40mm 
 

IF THERE ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008775ad 
SUGAR 
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 

REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 

REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL  
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP    CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK 
 

 
 
 

 
 

53-51 GCV (3500NAR) Indonesian Steam Coal  
50,000mt per month @ usd53/ CFR Indian Ports. Interested buyers 
 
 



 

BAIRD & Co 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: Diamonds 

Specialists in Precious Metals  

Baird & Co. was established as a firm in 1967 dealing in numismatic 
gold coins of the world moving towards volume dealing in bullion gold 
as government restrictions eased in the 1970s. 

Cash Purchases of Gold Bars  

First-Edge Commodities are able to sell and locate most commodities.  
Invites all Buyers—Sellers or mandate’s around the world.  We have a 
vast database of tried and tested buyers and sellers and we are also 
mandated by Major’s in the Commodity Industry.  

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Web: first-edge.co.uk                                                                                   
E-mail: info@first-edge.co.uk  

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds       Available    Sugar  Available 
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds      Available     Rice  Available 
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust          Available     Cooking Oil Available 
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars  Available     Coffee  Available 
BLCO        Available Steel   Available     Co Co   Available 
Basra Lite     Available HMS   Available      
LPG-LNG  Not Available Cement  Available 

             FUEL ’s      Metal’s and None Metal’s Products                         FOOD 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Company Name 
WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL  

International Headquarters 
580 Fifth Avenue, 28th Floor 
New York NY 10016 
Tel +1-212-575-8848 
Fax +1-212-840– 0496 

Product: Most Commodities 



 

Our unique position in the property industry enables us to operate on many levels 
and allows us to use the cachet associated with our prime contacts around the 
world to gain unparalleled access to the world’s most affluent clients. Furthermore, 
it allows us to draw upon the vast resources available across the group, enabling 
us to tailor the comprehensive range of services we provide. 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Web: www.pl2l.net 

E-mail: dm@pl2l.net  

Product:: BLCO 

Product: Gold 

Product: Properties 

Places  2  Live 

ENERGY BRASIL 

Energy-Brasil 
P.O. Box 408  
4940AK Raamsdonksveer 

Amsterdam Gold 
Specialists in Private Customer Services  

 
Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke 
services to overseas businesses.   
Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service in which Amsterdam Gold 
will help provide clients with products and services not easily accessible in some 
countries. 
 
Become a client of Amsterdam Gold and you will automatically be provided with 
your own dedicated personal account who will offer you full support on all our ser-
vices.   
 
All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous 
services individually. 

Product:: Gold  

AngloGold Ashanti, one of the world’s foremost gold exploration, mining and 
marketing companies, holds a portfolio of operations and projects on four 
continents, and has a worldwide exploration programme. We work across the 
full spectrum of the mining value chain, and are concerned with the impact of 
our activities on the diverse communities and environments in which we op-

 E-mail:  media@anglogoldashanti.com 

First-Edge Notice Board 



 

Product: Most Commodities 

First-Edge Commodities has signed a long term contract to supply with 
CRT a Chinese company to supply diamonds and Gold from most African 
Countries,  

This consists of a variable of choices to help the seller in getting the Gold 
and Diamonds with a capacity to collect by freight flight or private Jet 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Product:: BLCO 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

Corporate Headquarters  

NNPC Towers, Central Business District,  

Herbert Macaulay Way,  

P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja. 

Website: www.nnpcgroup.com 

Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com 

Product: Most Commodities 

First-Edge Notice Board 

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds        
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds       
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust           
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars   
Diamonds    Available Rough/ Uncut  
GOLD     Available Bars/Dust  
  

JJT Trader Headquarters  

All info and Enquiries are  

through First Edge Ltd. 

Specialists in Diamonds  

Locater and Seller of Diamonds in 

most African States 

Joint Partnership 

CRT 
China Resource Trading 

http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/


 

Product: Most Commodities 

Avocado  Gold 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

First-Edge Notice Board 

ADVACADO GOLD Associates SA 

 

1st Floor, Rivonia Centre, Rivonia Blvd 2181 

Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa 

 
GSM: +27 (0) 766088465 

Office: +27 (0) 11807 8525 

Office Fax: +27 (0) 76 608 8465 

ABOUT US 
 

We are Brokers, Negotiators, Advisors and Consultants. We strategize, we 
analyses, We implement, we deliver, We provide to African Governments and 
also to first world companies seeking to grow into the African marketplace. We 
are Business Development and PR practitioner, bringing over 15 years of 
Global world-class experience to bear. 

Imperial Oil 

Imperial Oil Trading Limited 
Registered Office: 62 lanbourne  Place. Docklands  

Director: Dr Husam Darweesh  

Tel: +44-207- 5380891  

Fuel Specialists  

AVOCADO GOLD 

Global Commodities 

Specialists in Finance and Banking  

PPP , LTN, MTN, Monetisation,  International Banking 
 

A British Company 



 

Product: Most Commodities 

Globex Mineral co Ltd 

Embassy First 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Ltd 

Specialists in Private Customer Services  

Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of be-
spoke services to overseas businesses.  Clients will receive a first class and 
exclusive service, in which Embassy First will help provide clients with prod-
ucts and services not easily accessible in some countries.    
                              
Become a client of Embassy First and you will automatically be provided with 
your own dedicated personal assistant, who will offer you full support on all 
services.  All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay 
for numerous services individually. 

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

 

 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Consultancy and Advisory Service 

 
African Lion has extensive longstanding and personal relationships with in 
the Gold community  throughout Africa, Europe and Middle East.  
 
We work and are operational in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda and Ghana. 

African Lion  

Who is Globex     
 

Globex Mineral Ltd is a strong family run business which has a long track re-
cord of  selling Gold & Copper Cathode also a strong consistency in supply-
ing other buyers around the world. 
 
Globex also has other small sellers who uses the companies  facilities to sell 
their products such as Copper Cathode, Gold, Cooking Oil, Fish. 



 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Ltd 

First-Edge Notice Board 

 

Who is Kronkron Lands 
 

Precious Real Estates Company Ltd. is an organ of Precious 
Group of Companies specializing in land and real-estate brokering 
and management. Currently, Precious GOC has a prime real-
estate covering several plots of lands labelled ”Precious Lands” 
located near Accra – the capital of Ghana. 

Deciding to buy a land is a big decision that requires careful consideration. Buying any property has long-

term financial implications and you need to make sure that if you are also buying with a mortgage, you set 

yourself a realistic purchasing budget which would be comfortable to meet every month taking your other 

financial outgoings. 

Specialists in Energy and Mineral Resources  

We are one of Indonesia's independent Oil Trading companies 
which have the   license to import the oil products issued by The 
Government of Indonesia, (Department of Energy and Mineral Re-
sources The Republic of Indonesia).       

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading Dubai based 
trader of gold, silver and other precious metals and has estab-
lished trading relationships to international suppliers, mines, 
major trading houses, refineries  

Specialists in Precious Metals Refining  



 

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry, 
where the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the most serious 
impact that pertains in Oil and other commodities transactions. 
 
FEM is happy to release this very important message to anyone involved in the commodities indus-
try concerning the new measures with respect to all Buyers and Sellers conducting business` trans-
actions around the globe. 
  
From now on, if an ICPO, LOI, RWA, or BCL is issued and the document is not real, true and/or 
actually verifiably factual, the Buyer will be able to inform the FBI, ICC, and INTERPOL. In addition, 
after an FCO is sent to the Buyer, there should be a formal answer to Seller from Buyer in a timely 
manner in accordance with the agreement between parties. 
 
If there is no response from in a timely manner, company will be reported to the FBI, ICC and    
Interpol. If this action is not resolved they will be reported for abuse of the NCND, LOI, ICPO, AND 
RWA OR BCL, FOR THIS IS NOW A FEDERAL OFFENSE. 
  
It is important to transmit this to all clients that work with providers that are members of the ICC, 
FBI, and other international organizations. From this point forward, the international codes will be 
strictly enforced to exclude all intruders that send or transmit false information. Those who submit a 
false NCND/IMFPA, LOI, ICPO, RWA or BCL, or FCO, as well as FALSE PROOF OF PRODUCT 
(POP), FALSE PROOF OF FUNDS (POF) WILL BE CHARGED WITH A CRIME. 
  
This offense went into effect on November 15, 2008 and re-effected in June 2013 after a meeting 
was held between the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Interpol, Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation and Central Intelligence Agency. 
  
The reason for this measurement is to protect the commodities industry which is a fundamental part 
of the world’s economy. 
 

The Non-Circumvention, Non-Disclosure & Working Agreement (NCNDA&IMFPA) we signed and it 

stated: WARNING:  

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry for years where 
the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the serious impact that pertains in alll oil 
and other commodities transactions. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

URGENT WARNING FOR ALL BUYER AND SELLER/BROKERS 

Federal Bureau of Investigation  

J. Edgar Hoover Building  
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001  

Investigations@fbi.gov   

INTERPOL IP Crime  

Unit INTERPOL General Secretariat  
200, quai Charles de Gaulle  
69006 Lyon, France  

Fax: +33 (0) 4 72 44 72 21 
Website: www.INTERPOL.int  

Financial Investigation Bureau 

ICC Commercial Crime Services  
Cinnabar Wharf 
26, Wapping High Street                               

London E1W 1NG 
Tel No:  + 44 (0)207 423 6960 
Fax No: + 44 (0)207 423 6961 



 

www.femagazine.co.uk 

Scammer of the Month   
 

No 1   WANTED   PATRIZIO PILATI                 WANTED and Captured by FE Magazine 
 
First Edge has a full book on him for:   FE  Magazine cannot  reveal  This Scammer   
Fraud, using other companies to obtain credit.           Full ID due to Legal Reason’s                                                                      
(this man is a very good liar be very careful)           If found  Guilty we will Publish  his  full Details) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Subject: Patrizio Pilati 
To: asrtech1981@gmail.com 
 
He is now operating under a company from Dubai, and Australia with A Partner by name Of Alan the 
Company goes by the call letter NTR Nexus Technologies & Resources 
 
Good Day Sir, 
I have just come across your website and I wish I had known about it 3 weeks ago. The snake that that 
man is, is unbelievable.  
 
He has cost me just over $12 000 in flights, accommodation, food and sorts. 
 
 

  IF YOU HAVE RECENTLY BEEN SCAMMED, WE WOULD BE MORE THAN HAPPY TO   
  PRINT YOUR ORDEAL HERE. 
 
  Please Send all your information to: info@femagazine.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:asrtech1981@gmail.com


 

China babies openly being sold online  

 
The BBC finds evidence that babies are being advertised for sale on 
the internet in China, despite police efforts to crack down on child 
trafficking. 

Greece threatens to seize German property as compensation 
 

The Greek government has threatened to seize German property as com-

pensation for a Nazi atrocity in World War Two. Justice Minister Nikos 

Paraskevopoulos said he was ready to approve a Supreme Court ruling 
from 2000 backing payment to relatives of the 218 victims. 

 
Iraqi troops advance in north Tikrit  
 

Iraqi government forces have retaken a large part of north-western 
Tikrit as they battle IS militants in the city, security officials say. 

Nemtsov murder confession 'forced' 
 
Zaur Dadayev, a suspect charged with killing Russian opposition 
politician Boris Nemtsov, confessed under duress, a member of 
Russia's human rights council says.  

Blurred Lines 'copied Marvin Gaye'  
 

A jury in the US rules that the writers of Blurred Lines - one of the 
best selling singles of all time - copied a Marvin Gaye track from 
1977. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 

Breaking World News 



 

 
 

      Quote of the Month 



 

 
 



 

 


